TO SUE OR NOT TO SUE? That is the question that many defendants in legal malpractice cases have to confront if they want to allocate a proportionate share of liability to other attorneys whom the plaintiff has chosen not to sue. Legally and strategically the question is not easy to answer and requires analysis of how to apply the unsettled law of equitable indemnity, contribution, and comparative fault.

Historically, courts have analyzed the allocation of damages among multiple tortfeasors in terms of two mutually exclusive doctrines: contribution and indemnity. The apportionment of loss between multiple tortfeasors was thought to present a question of contribution. Indemnity, on the other hand, dealt with whether a loss should be entirely shifted from one tortfeasor to another rather than apportioning the loss between the two.1

In 1957, the legislature enacted statutes that created, for the first time in California, a right of contribution among joint tortfeasors.2 This contribution right limited the liability of each joint tortfeasor for a plaintiff’s judgment to his or her pro rata share of the judgment. Thus, if a joint tortfeasor paid more than his or her pro rata share of the judgment, the tortfeasor who paid more had a right to recover the amount in excess of his or her pro rata share from the other tortfeasors.

In 1978, the California Supreme Court, in American Motorcycle Association v. Superior Court, merged traditional concepts of implied indemnity and contribution and established the doctrine of comparative indemnity.3 It permitted the apportionment of comparative fault among multiple joint tortfeasors, allowing a joint tortfeasor to seek partial indemnity from other joint tortfeasors on a comparative fault basis. In addition to a comparative fault allocation between defendants, the plaintiff’s conduct was also allocated a percentage of fault so that the total comparative fault among all plaintiffs and defendants equaled 100 percent. Nonetheless, each tortfeasor whose negligence was a proximate cause of an indivisible injury to the plaintiff was individually liable for all proximately caused damages.4

After American Motorcycle, the distinction between the doctrines of equitable indemnity and contribution became almost indistinguishable. Many courts now refer to contribution or indemnity actions under the “partial indemnity” or “comparative indemnity” labels.5 For simplicity, the two concepts may be generally referred to as indemnity unless differentiation between contribution and indemnity is essential.

For many years, the appellate courts seemed to be developing a bright-line rule that prohibited a legal malpractice defendant’s
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indemnification claim against that defendant’s cocounsel, concurrent counsel, or successor counsel. However, that rule got blurry in Musser v. Provence, in which the California Supreme Court confronted “whether considerations of public policy require the adoption of a blanket rule barring concurrent counsel or cocounsel from suing one another for indemnification of legal malpractice damages.”

In Musser, a family law attorney obtained the advice and services of a bankruptcy attorney in a divorce action. The bankruptcy attorney gave erroneous advice to the family law attorney that resulted in the family law attorney’s improperly pursuing the wife’s child support claim even though the husband had filed for bankruptcy. The pursuit of the claim for child support violated the automatic stay. Facing punitive damages, the wife settled with her husband for less than the original support order and sued the family law attorney for malpractice and breach of contract. The family law attorney filed an indemnity cross-complaint against the bankruptcy attorney and settled the malpractice case with the wife. The bankruptcy attorney refused to contribute to the settlement and ultimately obtained a judgment of nonsuit against the family law attorney on the indemnity claims. The court of appeal reversed the trial court’s judgment and specifically found that the family law attorney’s indemnity claim against cocounsel was not barred by public policy.

The supreme court in Musser analyzed the numerous appellate cases involving lawyer indemnity claims, including Kroll & Tract v. Paris & Paris and Shaffery v. Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker, both of which involved cocounsel indemnity claims that arose in insurance defense cases. The supreme court discussed a bright-line rule that generally barred indemnity claims by a predecessor attorney against the successor attorney in a legal malpractice case. Without expressly endorsing a blanket presumption against indemnification claims in “predecessor/successor cases” the court noted that the lower appellate courts, “with one much criticized exception, have barred indemnification.”

Setting aside the “predecessor/successor” cases, the court held that the courts should carefully analyze, on a case-by-case basis, whether the public policy concerns of avoiding conflict of interest between attorney and client and protecting the confidentiality of attorney-client communications are present before the courts prohibit indemnification claims in concurrent or cocounsel cases. The Musser court specified the public policy concerns that inform a case-by-case analysis as follows:

The first policy consideration is avoiding conflicts of interest between attorney and client: The threat of an indemnification action would arguably create a conflict of interest between the successor attorney and the client because the greater the award the successor attorney managed to obtain for the client in the malpractice action, the greater the exposure to the predecessor attorney in indemnification action. The second policy consideration is protecting confidentiality of attorney-client communications: In order to defend against an indemnification action, the successor attorney might be tempted to compromise the confidentiality of communications with the client.

The court in Musser also noted a third policy concern, which was to protect the right of clients to choose their attorneys. This policy concern was geared to reducing the risk that an indemnification action might discourage the successor attorney from representing the client in a malpractice action because the successor would be limited in defending the indemnification claim by the attorney’s duty to maintain confidentiality of client communications. The court, however, noted that this policy concern had been given little weight and was characterized as of “secondary importance” in some appellate cases.

Ultimately, the supreme court affirmed the court of appeal and found that none of the public policy concerns was present in the family law attorney’s indemnity action against the bankruptcy lawyer. The public policy concerns discussed in Musser, which the court derived from several prior court of appeal cases, seem to apply most clearly in situations in which the successor attorney still represents the client in the malpractice case against the prior attorney. Yet the court of appeal has found, in both predecessor/successor and cocounsel cases, that the policy concerns can be present if an attorney other than successor or cocounsel represents the client in the malpractice action.

The supreme court left undecided whether the rule prohibiting a malpractice defendant from suing successor counsel for indemnity is also subject to the case-by-case analysis. Thus, if predecessor counsel, sued by a former client for legal malpractice, tried to sue successor counsel for indemnity, would the indemnity cross-complaint be allowed to stand when, as in Musser, neither of the two public policy concerns was present? This is not an easy question to answer. Many pre-Musser courts bar lawyer indemnity suits in legal malpractice cases against successor counsel if the client hired the successor attorney to extricate the client from the condition created by the original attorney. These courts appear to base their holdings on a presumption (rather than a fact-intensive analysis) that public policy precludes the predecessor attorney from suing the successor attorney for indemnity. When the successor counsel is also representing the client in the legal malpractice case against the predecessor attorney, the rule prohibiting indemnity cross-complaints clearly applies.

After Musser, however, an argument can be made that other predecessor/successor cases may not so clearly invoke the public policy concerns to preclude attorney indemnity cross-complaints, especially if the indemnity claim does not raise conflict of interest or confidentiality issues with the successor counsel. Nonetheless, substantial case law (mostly pre-Musser) supports a blanket rule to preclude indemnity claims in legal malpractice actions by the predecessor attorney against a successor attorney.

There is a dearth of published decisions in California on this issue after Musser, For- ensis Group, Inc. v. Frantz, Townsend & Fod- denauer is the leading post-Musser case discussing indemnity cross-complaints in malpractice litigation. Forensis, however, dealt with the indemnity cross-complaint of nonlawyer expert witnesses who had been sued by the client for malpractice. The experts settled the malpractice case and sued the lawyers who represented the client in the underlying action. The lawyers had not been sued by the client in the malpractice case. The trial court granted summary judgment for the lawyers and dismissed the indemnity cross-complaint. The court of appeal, however, reversed and remanded and found that the indemnity cross-complaint should have been allowed. The court in Forensis used an extensive analysis of whether the public policy concerns were present. This result is not surprising following Musser because the experts concurrently worked with the attorneys and the case could not be construed as a predecessor/successor attorney situation in which the successor attorney had been hired to extricate the client from a problem caused by the predecessor attorney.

Accordingly, the first issue the attorney defendant must confront when considering whether to sue or not is whether the indemnity cross-complaint has any legal viability following Musser and case law prohibiting indemnity claims by predecessor counsel against successor counsel. An indemnity cross-complaint will undoubtedly bring a demurrer or other dispositive motion. This motion practice could further complicate and prolong the malpractice case and increase the lawyer’s litigation expenses. Indeed, an insurer defending a lawyer in a legal malpractice case would probably not fund a cross-action by the lawyer defendant for indemnity. The lawyer might have to self-fund the action.

The lawyer defendant should, therefore,
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inquire whether there is an advantage to expanding the complexity and scope of the malpractice case by bringing in one or more attorney cross-defendants. Strategically, the lawyer defendant’s adding lawyer cross-defendants could be a defense nightmare. The plaintiff in a legal malpractice case would like nothing more than to have two or more lawyers pointing fingers at one another and, in essence, making the plaintiff’s case. Certainly, the lawyer-versus-lawyer sideshow could derail the usual attorney defenses of statute of limitations or lack of causation and damages. A lawyer indemnity cross-complaint against another attorney in a legal malpractice case could, if it is not carefully drafted, validate the existence of malpractice or a breach of the standard of care without the plaintiff’s doing much of anything. At a minimum, the lawyer’s squabbles with other lawyers over indemnity can provide a road map to a plaintiff who otherwise might struggle to prosecute a legally viable malpractice claim.

**Three Options**

So what should the lawyer defendant do? The following three options involve varying risks. The first is to wait for a resolution of the malpractice case before raising indemnity issues. This option avoids expanding the scope of the malpractice action and the potential for finger-pointing by other lawyer defendants. Concurrent tortfeasors are not required to litigate their claims for partial indemnity or contribution in the main action. A cause of action for implied indemnity does not accrue or come into existence until the defendant has suffered actual loss through payment.24

Because the lawyer indemnity claims usually accrue long after the client’s malpractice claim accrues and expires, the client’s malpractice claims against the other lawyers may be barred by the statute of limitations, and this may be the reason why the client did not sue the other lawyers. However, the defendant lawyer’s indemnity claim against the other lawyers would still be timely and could breathe new life into an otherwise dead malpractice claim.25

Waiting for the malpractice action to conclude is not without risk, but delaying the filing of indemnity cross-complaints is a good option if the lawyer defendant has strong defenses that could result in summary judgment or if plaintiff’s malpractice allegations appear weak or are difficult to prove. Indeed, if the lawyer defendant can win the malpractice case outright, there is no need to sue any indemnity cross-defendants. Similarly, the lawyer defendant who settles the malpractice action but still believes that other lawyers are fully or partially responsible for these damages can bring a subsequent action for indemnity and/or contribution against those other attorneys without the risk and complication of helping the disgruntled former client establish a legal malpractice case. This is similar to the option that the defendant attorney and her insurer chose in Musser.26

A second option is to add the other culpable attorneys to a special verdict form for apportionment of damages. The lawyer defendant may plead comparative fault defenses and seek to include a comparative fault jury instruction with a special verdict asking the jury to assign comparative fault to those lawyers who arguably are responsible for plaintiff’s damages.27 The lawyer defendant would have to bring a motion to add a nondefendant to the special verdict and to prove to the court that the nondefendant was negligent.28

One court suggested that the defendant lawyer could use a comparative fault defense to impute the negligence of the other nondefendant attorneys to reduce the recovery of the plaintiff based upon an agency theory.29 This strategy would lessen the risk of not suing other culpable attorneys in the malpractice action; however, there is no published authority in the legal malpractice context to support this court’s suggestion that the negligence of the nondefendant attorneys could be allocated to the plaintiff on an agency theory.

A third option is suing other culpable attorneys for indemnity in the malpractice action. While the other options mitigate strongly against adding other attorneys to the malpractice action on indemnity claims, there are risks to leaving a potentially liable attorney tortfeasor out of the malpractice case. For example, assume that the lawyer defendant decides not to join (or cannot join) cocounsel to the malpractice action on an indemnity cross-complaint and that the lawyer defendant is able to put nonparty cocounsel on the special verdict form for an apportionment of negligence. If the jury finds that the lawyer defendant is 10 percent comparatively negligent and that the nonparty cocounsel is 90 percent negligent, and the jury awards the plaintiff $1 million in damages, the lawyer defendant who is only 10 percent negligent in the jury’s estimation is liable for the entire judgment if liability is joint and several. Of course, if the lawyer defendant can get the judge or jury to assign all of the other nonparty lawyer’s negligence to the plaintiff on a comparative fault defense, then this horrible result could be avoided.

This result obliges the lawyer defendant to file a postjudgment action for indemnity or contribution against cocounsel to recover the difference between the lawyer’s 10 percent liability and the remainder of the judgment, plus costs. Unless the nonparty cocounsel was heavily involved in the malpractice action (which is unlikely given the assumed facts), the jury’s finding of 90 percent liability for cocounsel will not be collateral estoppel against the nonparty.30 It is possible the unfortunate lawyer defendant turned judgment debtor will have to prove cocounsel’s liability all over again in a second lawsuit.

There may, though, be a postjudgment summary proceeding in the trial court to enforce the jury’s finding regarding allocation of fault. One option would be to use a Code of Civil Procedure Section 187 postjudgment proceeding to add a judgment debtor and allocate a percentage of fault to the newly added judgment debtor, provided the court had or could obtain jurisdiction over the newly added judgment debtor.31 The courts have mostly used Section 187 to add a nonparty as an additional judgment debtor in situations in which the new party and judgment debtor are alter ego or in which the new party was added merely to correct the name of the real defendant.32 Nonetheless, “even if all the formal elements necessary to establish alter ego liability are not present, an unnamed party may be included as a judgment debtor if ‘the equities overwhelmingly favor’ the amendment and it is necessary to prevent unjust.”33 Thus, one way for the court to get around the jurisdictional hurdle in a Section 187 proceeding would be to allocate the other nondefendant attorney’s percentage of fault to the plaintiff in the malpractice action on the agency theory suggested by the court of appeal in Holland v. Thacher.34

The dilemma for the lawyer defendant gets worse if the cocounsel who was found to be 90 percent at fault is impecunious or otherwise judgment-proof. In that scenario, the defendant who is 10 percent culpable would have to bear the entire amount of the judgment, and any indemnity claim against a judgment-proof cocounsel would be worthless.

The passage of Proposition 51, the Fair Responsibility Act of 1986,35 eliminated the foregoing nightmare scenario for certain tortfeasors with regard to apportionment of fault for noneconomic damages in actions alleging personal injury, property damage, or wrongful death.36 In those cases, the defendant who is found by the jury to be 10 percent at fault would only be responsible for 10 percent of the judgment as it related to noneconomic damages (e.g., compensation for pain and suffering). Unfortunately, in virtually all legal malpractice cases, the plaintiff’s malpractice claim is not for personal injury, property damage, or wrongful death. Moreover, recoverable damages in legal malpractice cases are economic damages rather than noneconomic damages. Thus, Proposition 51 protection generally does not apply in legal malpractice cases.37

Despite questionable legal viability and numerous strategic reasons against indemnity cross-complaints in legal malpractice cases, the worst-case scenario described above could easily drive a decision by a lawyer defendant
to file one or more indemnity cross-complaints against other attorneys who may have contributed to plaintiff's alleged damages. Well-planned and executed legal strategies generally should not be upended by worst-case scenarios or contingencies that are unlikely to arise. Nonetheless, the lawyer defendant's decision on whether “to sue or not to sue” remains a judgment call that could have serious repercussions in any legal malpractice case in which liability could attach to multiple attorneys.

In the years since Musser, the appellate courts and legislature have done little to clarify the law governing attorney indemnification cross-complaints in legal malpractice cases. Moreover, nothing has been done to eliminate the risk that a defendant in an legal malpractice case found to be minimally negligent by a jury would have to pay the entire malpractice judgment because the lawyer defendant did not sue the more negligent attorneys for indemnity in the malpractice action—assuming the lawyer could have done so in the first place. Until such clarification is given, the question whether “to sue or not to sue” will remain a difficult call for the lawyer defendant.

---
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